
Data Warehouse 101 Handbook

User Guide to BPS Data Warehouse
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INTRODUCTION 

THIS GUIDE

The material in this user guide will provide you with the concepts and skills necessary to access and use the reports provided 

through the BPS Data Warehouse.

BPS DATA WAREHOUSE

The Data Warehouse has been upgraded with new version of Cognos Analytics. The User Interface (UI) is improved when 

compared to the older version of Data Warehouse and currently it includes various data components such as Attendance, 

Discipline, GPA, Assessment, NACC, English Language Learner reports and also Analytical Dashboards on Attendance, ELL 

Student Scheduling and will be expanded to include more in the future. With the new version, power users can create their 

own data models, dashboards for presentations and schedule the Dashboard/Reports.

Contact Mark Racine and  J. Eric Hankwitz by emailing at datawarehouse@bostonpublicschools.org to reach out to Data 

Warehouse Team, with any questions about the Data Warehouses and request for Access if the person is a new user.
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FOCUSING YOUR DATA ANALYSIS

Educational leaders are now collecting more data than ever before. Instead of pouring through substantial amounts of data 

looking for answers to undefined questions, use focusing questions to help set the stage by guiding your analysis: “What is it 

that I want to know?” This allows you to search for specific answers without being distracted by other data. The answers to 

these questions will be more meaningful because you have targeted your search. 

Once you have established a focusing question, the data needed to answer that question become apparent. Your data analysis 

will be more productive because you have first defined your question. 

You will find that once your focusing question is answered, it may lead to other questions. Formulating these clarifying 

questions will yield richer information pertaining to your search.
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ORIENTATION TO THE DATA WAREHOUSE

The goal of this section is to familiarize you with the website. Open your Web browser and go to the BPS Data Warehouse  

homepage: https://bpsdepot.mybps.org/dw . Please do bookmark this website.

1 Click on the which will redirect to the sign in page.

2 Enter your user ID and password. (This should be the same as 
your SIS credentials.) in the SIGN IN section and click 

3 Once you are successfully logged in, you will see the Home 
Page of the Data Warehouse, There are two different bars, one 
on the header and one to the left. The App bar to the left 
consists of different options like Home, Search, My Content, 
Team Content, Recent, Manage and New.
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APPS BAR COMPONENT PURPOSE

Home Navigates to the Home Page.

Search Quick Search for the existing Reports, Dashboards and Data Models both in Team Content and My Content.

My Content Every Individual User has their own My Content folder which is private and can store their Data Models, Dashboards, Stories and Reports.

Team Content Team Content is the Public Folder where all various Packages, Reports and Dashboards are stored and accessed based on the type of access the User has.

Recent The Recent folder prioritizes the last runDashboards and Reports by the individual User.

Manage Only Viewed by the District Adminstrators to perform Administrator related activities.

New Quick Section where users can create a Report, Dashboard, Story, Data Module, upload spreadsheets to create a Data Source and also Job to schedule a report.

APPS BAR

The following table explains the purpose of each section of the APPS BAR
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HOME PAGE

The Home Page of Data Warehouse has various sections 

like Overview which has sub groups based on  

Attendance, Discipline, Transportation, GPA, Assessment, 

English Learners Services, NACC and Leading and Lagging 

Reports. There are also two different sections one is the 

News Updates and the other is for Quick Dashboard Links 

on the Right. 

USER SECURITY

The BPS Data Warehouse is very secure and Users with 

insufficient access cannot view, create and navigate 

through the system.If users receive the error message 

“Unable to load requested view. Displaying home view 

instead”, The user does not have the required access and 

should email the administrator at 

datawarehouse@bostonpublicschools.org
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NAVIGATION

The Navigation through Data Warehouse is made easy while switching between different pages. Users can navigate to the any 

sub category page by clicking                              and once they are in the page they can either click the Home Button  or can 

navigate to the home page by clicking                                   

TEAM CONTENT NAVIGATION

If a user wants to access more reports which are not listed in the sub category pages, Click the          and search for the right 

folder.

SHARE AND EMBED 

From Team Content, Any Dashboard or Report can be shared and also embed into a private browser. If a Dashboard has to be 

schared with other users, click on the three dots which appears when hover over the report and look for the option Share or 

even Embed.              Once Share or embed is selected copy the link and paste it in the browser or embed can embed into a 

public site.
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